Hologic Receives Gallup Exceptional Workplace Award

Hologic, Inc., a global leader in women's health, has been named a winner of the 2021 Gallup
Exceptional Workplace Award, the Company announced today. This prestigious award recognizes the
most engaged workplace cultures in the world.

Hologic has been on a six-year journey to create a culture of high engagement by focusing on
developing talent, transforming its talent acquisition and succession practices, and ultimately driving
performance. Throughout this cultural transformation, Hologic has put engagement at the heart of its
business strategies. Since 2015, Hologic has moved from the 36th percentile of Gallup’s company
engagement database to the 96th percentile compared to peer organizations.

“In 2020, organizational cultures saw historic threats,” said Jim Harter, Gallup’s chief scientist of
workplace management and wellbeing. “It took an exceptional amount of resilience for organizations,
and their employees, to make it through. The abundance of well-managed and highly inspired teams
inside Gallup Exceptional Workplace Award-winning organizations put them in a particularly strong
position to adapt quickly to meet the needs of their customers and patients.”

The Gallup Exceptional Workplace Award recognizes Hologic’s steady, disciplined commitment to
engagement, which fueled its COVID-19 response over the past year. “In 2020, our leaders united
around the belief that ‘tough times reveal character,’” said Ali Bebo, senior vice president of human
resources, Hologic. “The way we treated our employees in the early days of the pandemic set the
stage for the incredible contributions they made, and will continue contributing to strong performance
in the future.”

Hologic earned this top distinction having met established quantitative criteria and a comprehensive
qualitative evaluation examining how the Company ranks against employers that together hire
millions of people around the globe.

“Even as we recognize the tremendous progress we’ve made, we know there is still work to be done,”
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“Even as we recognize the tremendous progress we’ve made, we know there is still work to be done,”
said Steve MacMillan, chairman, president and chief executive oﬃcer, Hologic. “We are on a journey
to have the greatest impact through the Science of Sure, and we will keep setting the bar higher. We
will not be satisﬁed until every employee at Hologic has a great manager, is surrounded by engaged
colleagues, and is empowered to deliver their best every day.”

Gallup’s comprehensive analysis shows that highly engaged organizations signiﬁcantly outperform
their peers in important business outcomes, including customer ratings, proﬁtability, productivity,
turnover, safety incidents, shrinkage, absenteeism, quality, employee well-being, and organizational
citizenship.

For a full list of recipients, please see here.
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